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Edwin Heeregrave was born on the cold winter-evening of January 9, 1979 in 
Amersfoort. Already at young age Edwin developed a love for animals, which resulted 
in a parade of different pets in the parental home. Coming home from school he played 
soccer with friends on the street until dinner time. In Amersfoort he also attended 
grammar school and soccer made way for playing hockey.

He had thoughts to study Animal Medicine, but decided in 1997 to go for Biomedical 
Sciences at the VU Medical Center (VUMC) in Amsterdam. His study was also a 
good excuse to move to Amsterdam and so he did. His first room was a nightmare 
for his parents though and luckily for them he moved to a better place soon after. 
His enthusiasm for research was initiated by his first internship at the Department of 
Molecular Cell Biology (VUMC) where he characterized developing lymph nodes in 
mice embryos.

In 2002 Edwin finished his studies and in preparation of a career in science, he 
decided it was first time for something else: discover the world. To bear the costs 
of these journeys he was working at diverse firms and companies doing a variety of 
administrative tasks. When he had saved enough money he quit the job and went to 
Australia, New-Zealand, Czech Republic, Croatia and last but not least to Nepal. By 
now it was 2004 and time to find a proper job.

Edwin first took a position as technician at the Immunology Department of The 
Netherlands Cancer Institute. Within a year he had found the job he was looking for. He 
started his PhD in October 2005 in the group of Bill Paxton at the Lab of Experimental 
Virology in the Academic Medical Center of the University of Amsterdam. His research 
during this period is presented in this thesis and describes how the type of cells that are 
infected by HIV may influence virus characteristics. Part of his PhD was a 7 months 
trip to Ghana where he could combine the love for science with his curiosity towards 
other cultures.

Up until today Edwin remains infected with the travel-virus, because in October 
2010 he will move to Stockholm, Sweden where he will continue to work on the 
interplay between viruses and immune cells.

Patrick Heeregrave




